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order p4 are Hamiltonian, where p is a prime number.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Witte [7] proved that Cayley digraphs of finite p-groups are Hamiltonian.
In [2], Marus$ ic$ showed that all vertex-transitive digraphs of order pk with
k3 are Cayley digraphs. The examples of non-Cayley vertex-transitive
graphs of order pk for k4 can be found in [3]. In this paper, we prove
Main Result. Vertex-transitive graphs and digraphs of order p4 are
Hamiltonian, where p is a prime.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 1, we recall
some basic facts in group theory; in Section 2, we discuss the presentations
of vertex-transitive graphs and digraphs by using their automorphism
groups; in Section 3, we prove the main result. We will reserve p to denote
a prime number throughout this paper.
The author thanks Professor H. Glover for his guidance and encourage-
ment. The author also thanks the referees for their suggestions and comments.
1. PRELIMINARIES IN GROUP THEORY
In this section, we fix some notations and review some basic results in
group theory. For the proofs of these results see [46].
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Given a group G and a subgroup H of G, we use the following notations:
GH=[g1 H, g2H, ...] denotes the set of right cosets of H in G,
H"GH=[Hg1 H, Hg2H, ...] denotes the set of double cosets of
H in G,
NG(H)=[g # G | gHg&1=H] denotes the normalizer of H in G,
H G=( ghg&1, g # G) denotes the normal closure of H in G,
HG= ,
g # G
gHg&1 denotes the core of H in G,
Z(G)=[c # G | cg= gc, for all g # G] denotes the center of G, and
8(G) denotes the Frattini subgroup of G.
The Frattini subgroup 8(G) of G is defined to be the intersection of all
maximum subgroups of G. An element g of G is said to be a non-generator
if G=(X) whenever G=( g, X) , where X is a subset of G. The connection
between the two (see [4, pp. 130131) is
Proposition 1.1. 8(G) is the set of non-generators of G.
The following proposition (see [6, pp. 6]) is the key link between
p-groups and vertex-transitive graphs and digraphs of prime power order.
Proposition 1.2. Let G be a permutation group which acts transitively
on a finite set 7. If pm divides |7|, then pm divides the lengths of the orbits
of all Sylow p-subgroups of G.
As an easy consequence, we have
Corollary 1.3. If a finite group G acts on a finite set 7 with |7|= pm,
then G acts transitively on 7 if and only if the Sylow p-subgroups of G act
transitively on 7.
The following facts about finite p-groups (see [5, pp. 8788]) are crucial
in proving the main theorem.
Proposition 1.4. If G is a finite p-group, then
(1) Z(G){[1],
(2) every maximum subgroup of G is a normal subgroup, and
(3) for a normal subgroup H of G, H & Z(G)=[1] if and only if
H=[1].
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Remark 1. In Proposition 1.4, the statement (3) is equivalent to the
following:
(A) for any subgroup H of G, H & Z(G)=[1] if and only if HG=[1].
Remark 2. All the statements in Proposition 1.4 and (A) in Remark 1
are true for nilpotent groups as well.
2. PRESENTATIONS OF VERTEX-TRANSITIVE GRAPHS AND
DIGRAPHS
To say that 1 is a finite digraph, we have to specify a finite set V(1), the
set of vertices, and A(1)V(1 )_V(1 )&[(v, v) | v # V(1 )], the set of arcs.
Similarly, for a finite graph 1, we need V(1), the set of vertices, and
E(1 )V(1)_V(1 )&[(v, v) | v # V(1 )]t, the set of edges, where t is
the equivalence relation in V(1 )_V(1), (a, b)t(c, d ) if and only if
a=d and b=c. Elements in E(1 ) are denoted by [a, b]. If 1 is a vertex-
transitive graph or digraph, the following two propositions give us nice
ways to present 1 by using subgroups of its automorphism group. For the
proofs of these two propositions, we refer the reader to [1].
Proposition 2.1. Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G, and 0H H"GH
such that D0H :=| # 0H |G&H. Define a digraph 1(G, H, 0H) as follows:
V(1 )=GH,
A(1 )=[(g1H, g2H | (g1H)&1 (g2H) # 0H].
We have
(1) 1(G, H, 0H) is a well defined vertex-transitive digraph on which
GHG acts vertex-transitively by
gHG(g$H)= gg$H
for every gHG # GHG and g$H # V(1 )=GH,
(2) every vertex-transitive digraph can be presented as 1(G, H, 0H)
for some G, H, 0H ,
(3) 1(G, H, 0H) is connected if and only if G=(D0H).
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Proposition 2.2. Let G be a group, H be a subgroup of G, and 0H
H"GH such that D0H=| # 0H |G&H and D
&1
0H
=D0H . Define a graph
1(G, H, 0) as follows:
V(1 )=GH,
E(1 )=[[ g1H, g2 H] | (g1H)&1 (g2H) # 0H].
We have
(1) 1(G, H, 0H) is a well defined vertex-transitive graph on which
GHG acts vertex-transitively by
gHG(g$H)= gg$H
for every gHG # GHG and g$H # V(1 )=GH,
(2) every vertex-transitive graph can be presented as 1(G, H, 0H) for
some G, H, 0H ,
(3) 1(G, H, 0H) is connected if and only if G=(D0H).
Remark 3. The assertions (2) in both Proposition 2.1 and 2.2 can be
realized in the following way: let Aut(1) be the full automorphism group
of a vertex-transitive graph or digraph 1, let ?: G  Aut(1 ) be a group
homomorphism such that ?(G) is vertex-transitive on 1, and let Stv be the
stabilizer of v # V(1 ) in ?(G). Then 1$1(G, H, 0H), where H=?&1(Stv)
and 0H=[Hg1H, Hg2H, ...] with the gi H ’s being certain vertices in the
neighborhood of v. It is easy to see that
1(G, H, 0H)$1(?(G), ?(H), ?(0H))=1(?(G), Stv , 0Stv).
Also note that Ker(?)=HG , so in general, letting ?: G  GC be the
natural homomorphism with C d G and CHG , then
1(G, H, 0H)$1(?(G), ?(H), ?(0H)) with ?(H)?(G)=?(HG).
In particular, if C=HG , then ?(H)?(G)=[1] and every vertex-transitive
graph or digraph admits a presentation 1(G, H, 0H) with HG=[1].
If K is a normal subgroup of G and 1(G, H, 0H) is a vertex-transitive
graph or digraph, then the quotient 1(G, H, 0H)K is also a vertex-trans-
itive graph or digraph respectively, where
V(1K)=V(1)K=[g1 KH, g2KH, ...];
A(1K)=[(g1KH, g2KH) | (g1KH)&1 (g2KH) & D0H&KH{<] or
E(1K)=[[ g1 KH, g2KH] | (g1KH)&1 (g2KH) & D0H&KH{<].
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Then 1(G, H, 0H)K has a natural presentation
1(G, H, 0H)K$1(G, KH, 0KH),
where 0KH=K0H&KH.
By Remark 3, we get
Proposition 2.3. If 1(G, H, 0H) is a vertex-transitive graph or digraph
and K is a normal subgroup of G, then
1(G, H, 0H)K$1(G(KH)G , KH(KH)G , 0KH(KH)G),
where 0KH(KH)G is the image of 0H in G(KH)G minus KH(KH)G .
For vertex-transitive graphs or digraphs of prime power order, we have
Proposition 2.4. If 1 is a vertex-transitive graph or digraph and
|V(1 )|= pk, then 1 admits a presentation 1(G, H, 0H) such that
(1) G is a p-group,
(2) H & Z(G)=[1], and
(3) H8(G).
Proof. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of Aut(1 ). By Corollary 1.3, P acts
transitively on 1. Choose a minimum transitive subgroup G of P and let H
be the stabilizer of a vertex of 1 in G. By Remark 3, we can construct a
presentation 1$1(G, H, 0H) for some 0H H"GH which apparently
fulfills (1) and (2). If the condition (3) is not satisfied, then, by the
definition of 8(G) and Proposition 1.4, there is a maximum subgroup K of
G, such that G=KH. Thus K acts transitively on V(1(G, H, 0H))=GH=
KHH=[kH | k # K], which contradicts our choice of G.
3. MAIN RESULT
In this section we will prove the theorem stated in the Introduction. For
every vertex-transitive graph 1(G, H, 0H) there is a naturally associated
vertex-transitive digraph 1(G, H, 0H) with the same data G, H, 0H . Since
the existence of directed Hamilton cycles in the associated digraph 1(G, H, 0H)
implies the existence of Hamilton cycles in the original graph 1(G, H, 0H),
we will only prove the theorem for vertex-transitive digraphs.
We will use [a1 a2 } } } an] to denote the sequence of cosets
H, a1H, a1a2H, ..., a1 a2 } } } an H
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in GH and define
[a1a2 } } } an][b1b2 } } } bm]=[a1a2 } } } anb1b2 } } } bm].
We first prove two lemmas as preparation.
Lemma 3.1. Let 1(G, H, 0H) be a vertex-transitive digraph and K be a
normal subgroup of G with K & H=[1]. Suppose there are m directed Hamilton
cycles [ g 1 g 2 } } } g n&1s i] in 1(G, H, 0H)K, where n=|V(1(G, H, 0H)K)|,
such that si , gj # D0H for i=1, 2, ..., m and j=1, 2, ..., n&1, and also K=(0),
where
0=[g1 g2 } } } gn&1s1 , g1 g2 } } } gn&1s2 , ..., g1 g2 } } } gn&1 sm].
Then 1(G, H, 0H) is Hamiltonian if 1(K, [1], 0) is.
Proof. Let [k1k2 } } } kl] be a directed Hamilton cycle in 1(K, [1], 0),
where l=|K|, kt= g1 g2 } } } gn&1 si(t) for all t=1, 2, ..., l, and 1i(t)m.
Then
[ g1 g2 } } } gn&1si(1)][ g1 g2 } } } gn&1si(2)] } } } [ g1 g2 } } } gn&1si(l )]
is a directed Hamilton cycle in 1(G, H, 0H). It follows from that if
g1 g2 } } } gn&1 si(1) g1 g2 } } } gn&1si(2) } } } g1 g2 } } } gn&1si(:) g1 g2 } } } gu H
= g1 g2 } } } gn&1si(1) g1 g2 } } } gn&1si(2) } } } g1 g2 } } } gn&1 si(;) g1 g2 } } } gvH,
where :, ;, u, and v are integers and 0u, vn&1, 0:, ;l&1 (when
: or ; is 0, we set k0= g1 g2 } } } gn&1si(0)=1), then
k1 k2 } } } k: g1 g2 } } } guH=k1k2 } } } k; g1 g2 } } } gvH,
which implies that
g1 g2 } } } gu KH= g1 g2 } } } gvKH.
By the fact that [ g 1 g 2 } } } g n&1s i] is a directed Hamilton cycle in
1(G, H, 0H)K for every 1il, we get u=v. Then
(g1 g2 } } } gu)&1 (k1k2 } } } k:)&1 (k1k2 } } } k;)(g1 g2 } } } gu) # K & H=[1],
so
k1 k2 } } } k:=k1k2 } } } k; .
The fact that [k1 k2 } } } kl] is a directed Hamilton cycle in 1(K, [1], 0)
implies that :=;.
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Lemma 3.2. Let 1(G, H, 0H) be a vertex-transitive digraph with HG=[1].
Suppose there is a cyclic normal subgroup K in G such that
(1) |K|= pm, where m is a positive integer;
(2) K8(G);
(3) K<(KH)G ; and
(4) (8(K)H)G=8(K).
Then 1(G, H, 0H) is Hamiltonian if 1(G, H, 0H)K is.
Proof. First of all, K cyclic and normal implies that K & HHG=[1].
If we set A=(KH)G & H, then (KH)G=KA. This is because K<(KH)G
KH and every element in KH can be written uniquely as kh with k # K and
h # H. From K<(KH)G , we can see that
A=(KH)G & H{[1].
From Proposition 2.3, we know that 1(G, H, 0H)K$1(G , H , 0 H ), where
G =G(KH)G and H =KH(KH)G . By Lemma 3.1, we only have to
construct a sequence g1 g2 } } } gn , such that
gi # D0H for all i=1, 2, ..., n,
[ g 1 g 2 } } } g n] is a directed Hamilton cycle in 1(G , H , 0 H ), (B)
g1 g2 } } } gn=k # K with K=(K).
For m=1, we take a directed Hamilton cycle [ g 1 g 2 } } } g n] in 1(G , H , 0 H )
with the gi ’s in D0H . Then
g1 g2 } } } gn=kh # KH, where k # K, h # H.
Replacing gn by gn h&1, we may assume
g1 g2 } } } gn=k # K.
We want k{1, so if k=1, we claim there is an integer i, 1i<n, such
that
A{ g1 g2 } } } giAgi+1 } } } gnKA=(KH)G .
Suppose the contrary. Then from gi+1 gi+2 } } } gn=(g1 g2 } } } gi)&1 for all i
we get gi # NG(A) for all i. From (KH)G IG and A=(KH)G & H, we get
A \H. Therefore
( g1 , g2 , ..., gn , H)NG(A)G.
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On the other hand, [ g 1 g 2 } } } g n] is a directed Hamilton cycle in 1(G , H , 0 H )
and G =GKA, thus
G=( g1 , g2 , ..., gn , H, K)=( g1 , g2 , ..., gn , H) ,
where the second identity is due to the fact that K8(G). This implies
that G=NG(A) and AHG , which contradicts HG=[1].
Choosing an a # A and an 1in&1 such that
g1 g2 } } } gi agi+1 } } } gn=ka$ with k # K, k{1 and a$ # A,
we modify the sequence by replacing gi by gi a and gn by gn a$&1. This new
sequence has the desired properties:
gi # D0H for all i,
[ g 1 g 2 } } } g n] is a directed Hamilton cycle in 1(G , H , 0 H ), and
g1 g2 } } } gn=k # K with k{1.
For m>1, let K$=K8(K), G$=G(8(K)H)G=G8(K), and H$=
8(K)H(8(K)H)G=8(K)H8(K). By Proposition 2.3,
1(G, H, 0H)8(K)$1(G$, H$, 0H$).
It is obvious that |K$|= p and
1(G$, H$, 0H$)K$ 1(G, H, 0H)K$1(G , H , 0 H ).
By the case m=1, we can find a sequence g$1 g$2 } } } g$n with
g$i # D0H$ for all i ’s,
[ g $1 g $2 } } } g $n] is a directed Hamilton cycle in 1(G , H , 0 H ), and
g$1 g$2 } } } g$n=k$ # K$ with k${1.
Choosing gi in D0H to be a preimage of g$i under the natural surjection
G  G$ for i=1, 2, ..., n, we then have the sequence g1 g2 } } } gn which meets
all the requirements in (B).
The main result will be a direct consequence of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let 1(G, H, 0H) be a connected vertex-transitive digraph
of prime power order, where G and H are as in Proposition 2.4. If [HG : H] p2,
then 1(G, H, 0H) is Hamiltonian.
Proof. From Proposition 2.4, H8(G), so HHG8(G)G. Since
[HG : H] p2, we divide the proof into three cases.
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Case 1: [HG : H]=1. In this case, H IG, so H=[1] and 1(G, H, 0H)
is a Cayley digraph of G. It is therefore Hamiltonian by [7].
Case 2: [HG : H]= p. By Proposition 1.4(3) and Remark 1(A),
HG & Z(G){[1] and H & Z(G)=[1]. It follows that K :=HG & Z(G)$
ZpZ and HG=KH. Thus (KH)G=HG=KH, and by Proposition 2.3,
1(G, H, 0H)K$1(GHG, [1], 0[1]), which is a Cayley digraph of
GHG, so it is Hamiltonian by [7]. Now K<KH=(KH)G , and applying
Lemma 3.2, we conclude that 1(G, H, 0H) is Hamiltonian.
Case 3: [HG : H]= p2. Again, H G & Z(G){[1]. Let C$ZpZ be a
subgroup of HG & Z(G). Since C IG, by Proposition 2.3,
1(G, H, 0H)C$1(G(CH)G , CH(CH)G , 0CH(CH)G).
It is easy to show that
(CH(CH)G)G(CH)G=(CH)G(CH)G=HG(CH)G .
Thus
[(CH(CH)G)G(CH)G : CH(CH)G]=[HG(CH)G : CH(CH)G]
=[HG : CH]= p,
and by the previous case, 1(G, H, 0H)C is Hamiltonian. If C<(CH)G ,
then by Lemma 3.2, 1(G, H, 0H) is Hamiltonian. Thus we may assume
that C=(CH)G . It is easy to verify that
(CHC)GC=(CH(CH)G)G(CH)G=1.
By Remark 1(A), (CHC) & Z(GC)=1. Since [HG : CH]= p, by
Proposition 1.4(3), we get (H GC) & Z(GC)=ZpZ. Let K be the full
preimage of (HGC) & Z(GC) under the natural surjection G  GC. Then
|K|= p2, K IG, K & H=[1], and HG=KH. Therefore, by Proposition 2.3,
1(G, H, 0H)K is a Cayley digraph of GHG and is Hamiltonian [7].
When K is cyclic, since K<(KH)G and 8(K)=C, by Lemma 3.2, 1(G, H, 0H)
is Hamiltonian. Now we assume K$ZpZ_ZpZ, and by Lemma 3.1, we
only have to find two sequences g1 g2 } } } gn&1 gn and g1 g2 } } } gn&1 g$n ,
where n=|V(1 )|p2, such that
the gi ’s and g$n are in D0H ,
[ g 1 g 2 } } } g n] and [ g 1 g 2 } } } g $n] are directed Hamilton cycles
(C)
in 1(G, H, 0H)K,
k*= g1 g2 } } } gn and k**= g1 g2 } } } g$n are in K and K=(k*, k**).
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Let [ g 1 g 2 } } } g n] be a directed Hamilton cycle in the Cayley digraph
1(G, H, 0H)K$1(GHG, [1], 0[1])
with gi # D0H for all i. Since GH
G=( g 1 , g 2 , ..., g n) and HG8(G),
we have G=( g1 , g2 , ..., gn) . Since H<CH<H G=KH, CH is not a nor-
mal subgroup of G. Therefore there is a gi  NG(CH) for some i. If i{n, we
replace [ g 1 g 2 } } } g n] by [ g i+1 } } } g 1g 2 } } } g i]. Hence we may assume
gn  NG(CH). Because [ g 1 g 2 } } } g n] is a directed Hamilton cycle in
1(GKH, [1], 0[1]), g1 g2 } } } gn=kh # KH. Replacing gn by gnh&1 we may
assume g1 g2 } } } gn=k # K. Since gn  NG(CH), there exists an h # H such
that g&1n hgn  CH, and since H
G=KH, g&1n hgn=k$h$ for some h$ # H and
some k$ # K&C. If g1 g2 } } } gn=k # C, then, substituting hgn h$&1 for gn , we
have constructed a sequence with the following properties:
gi # D0H for all i=1, 2, ..., n,
[ g 1 g 2 } } } g n] is a directed Hamilton cycle in1(G, H, 0H)K, and
g1 g2 } } } gn=k # K&C with gn  NG(CH). (D)
If there are h, h$ # H such that
g&1n hgn=k$h$ with k$ # K&(k) , (E)
then we can set g$n=hgn h$&1 and take g1 g2 } } } gn&1 g$n as the second
sequence.
If the h and h$ described in (E) do not exist; then for every h # H, g&1n hgn
=ki(h)g(h), where g(h) # H and i(h) is an integer. The map g: h  g(h) is an
automorphism of H. Fixing an h0 # H with ki(h0){1, then for every h # H,
ki(hh0)g(hh0)= g&1n hh0gn
= g&1n hgn g
&1
n h0 gn
=ki(h)g(h) ki(h0)g(h0)
=ki(h)g(h) ki(h0)g(h)&1 g(h) g(h0),
so g(h) ki(h0)g(h)&1=ki(hh0)&i(h) # (k). This implies that (k) IKH=HG.
Since |(k) |= p, (k)Z(KH). On the other hand, K=(k, C) and
CZ(G), and therefore KZ(KH). We claim that there exist h1 , h2 # H
and an integer i<n, such that
g1 g2 } } } gi h1 gi+1 } } } gn=k*h2 with k* # K&(k). (F)
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Suppose the contrary. Then g1 g2 } } } gi Hgi+1 } } } gn (k) H for all i.
For any g # G, since [ g 1 g 2 } } }  n] is a directed Hamilton cycle, g=
g1 g2 } } } gi k(g) h(g) for some integer i, some k(g) # K, and h(g) # H. Since
KZ(KH), we have
gHg&1= g1 g2 } } } gik(g) h(g)Hh(g)&1 k(g)&1 g&1i } } } g
&1
2 g
&1
1
= g1 g2 } } } gi Hgi+1 } } } gn(g1 g2 } } } gn)&1(k) H.
This implies KH=HG=( gHg&1, g # G)(k) H which is a contradiction.
We now select h1 and h2 which satisfy (F) and define
g1*= g1 ,
g2*= g2 ,
} } } ,
g*i&1= gi&1 ,
gi*= gi h1 ,
g*i+1= gi+1 ,
} } } ,
g*n&1= gn&1 ,
gn*= gnh&12 ,
gn**=h0 gn g(h0)&1 h&12 ,
where the gi ’s are given in (D). By KZ(KH), it is easy to verify that
g1*} } } g*n&1 g*n=k*,
g1* } } } g*n&1 gn**=k*ki(h0).
Obviously, [ g1* } } } g*n&1 gn*] and [ g1* } } } g*n&1 gn**] can be chosen as the
sequences described in (C).
Corollary 3.4. Vertex-transitive graphs and digraphs of order p4 are
Hamiltonian.
Proof. If 1(G, H, 0H) has order p4, where G and H are as in Proposi-
tion 2.4, then [G : H]= p4. On the other hand, [G : 8(G)]) p, and
when [G : 8(G)]= p, G is cyclic and [HG : H]=1. If [G : 8(G)]> p,
since HHG8(G), we get [HG : H][8(G) : H] p2. So the assertion
follows from Theorem 3.3.
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Remark 4. In general, for every 1(G, H, 0H) with G a p-group, H8(G),
H & Z(G)=[1], and H{[1], we can always find a subgroup K which is
at minimum subject to the following:
(1) K IG,
(2) KHG,
(3) K & H=[1], and
(4) K<(KH)G .
If K is cyclic, Lemma 3.2 lifts a directed Hamilton cycle in 1(G, H, 0H)K
to a directed Hamilton cycle in 1(G, H, 0H). In order to generalize
Theorem 3.3, the first case we need to look at is K$ZpZ_ZpZ and
KH<HG. In that case, 1(G, H, 0H)K may not be a Cayley digraph, so we
are unable to construct the two sequences that we did in Case 3 of the
Proof of Theorem 3.3. It seems to be quite a challenge to find a way to
overcome this obstacle.
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